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 Tony Halik Explorers’ Museum which is the department of the District Museum in Toruń was 

accessible to visitors in the tenement house in 9/11 Franciszkańska street in 2003 and it started its 

existence thanks to the gift of 800 exhibits of non- European culture given to Toruń citizens by 

Elżbieta Dzikowska, a famous traveller and journalist in 1999. Given collection of artefacts was a 

result of numerous expeditions all over the world which Elżbieta Dzikowska took part in with her 

husband, Tony Halik. After his death, souvenirs of his journeys appeared in Toruń, his hometown. 

Elżbieta Dzikowska supports the Museum by precious gifts in a form of ethnographic exhibits 

brought from different remote sides of the world every year. For this reason, a quite small area of 

the museum exposition turned out not big enough for exhibition purposes at once. The acquisition 

of an adjacent tenement house in 9 Franciszkańska street created a possibility to rearrange an 

expanded, modern exhibition surface. The complex modernised and adaptive works were carried 

out for constantly  increasing collections of travellers’ souvenirs and also for needs of temporary 

exhibitions in the acquired  historic tenement house from the beginning of 20th century. In a range 

of  the modernisation financed by Regional Operational Programme of Kujawsko-Pomorskie 

Province, the complex conservational renovation of the building took place, including among others: 

the elevation, the interior, the timber roof truss, the roof frame and the building carpentry. The next 

intention was to build a modern pavilion for temporary exhibitions at the back part of the tenement 

house. 

The festive opening of the new permanent exhibition ‘The passion of travelling’ with a participation 

of Elżbieta Dzikowska and other honoured visitors was held on 24th of January 2013 and it was 

joined with the celebration of 10th jubilee of the Museum  establishment and the anniversary of his 

patron’s 92nd birthday- Tony Halik’s. 

The passion of travelling and an irresistible human need for discovering and exploring a diversity of 

the world is a main leading motive of the new permanent exhibition. That is why, the entrance hall 

introduces visitors into the atmosphere of a travelling history by a presentation of old maps’ copies 

showing the history of exploring the world. An image of mosaic from Madaba (from a half of 6th 

c.)- the oldest preserved mosaic maps- displaying Middle East and Jerusalem, the map from Ebstorf 

( from 1234), from Hereford (created between 1285 and 1295) and a symbolic map of Heinrich 

Bunting from 1581 showing the Earth in the shape of a leaf of a clover are displayed on scroll 

presenters. On the ceiling there is a personified constellation map to emphasise the 

multidimensionality of a human inquiry in a world order and space which lied in the basis of the 

cognition of the world in the end of middle Ages and the beginning of modern era. 

Elżbieta Dzikowska and Tony Halik still remain the symbol of Polish travelling of 20th century for 

many people, because of their life, achievements and  ethnographic collections from their journeys 

which became the key to allow to present on the exhibition the real passion of exploring the world 

by a man. 

The first room called Tony Halik. My great journey was devoted to the most exciting journeys in 

South America which Halik took part in as a journalist and a reporter for American TV network 

NBC. The rearranged exposition presents several theme sequences: Brazilian state Mato Grosso and 

expeditions to Indian Karaja, Xavantes and to tribes from the river Xinga; the great journey by a 

jeep realised by Halik in years 1957-1961 when he spent time among Gauchos in Argentina, 

experienced adventures with Indian Jivaro, visited Cuzco and Machu Picchu. To illustrate an image 

of this part of the exhibition, the photos taken by Tony Halik and three fragments of archive films 

made during above mentioned journeys were used. Moreover, the introduction into an adventurous 

atmosphere are quotes which comes from Halik’s books- ‘With a camera and a rifle across Mato 

Grosso’- ‘Jeep. My great adventure’ and ‘180,000 kilometres of an adventure’. 

The first floor of the granary in 11 Franciszkańska street was devoted to Tony Halik and Elżbieta 



Dzikowska’s expeditions, especially in Mexico and Guatemala. Travellers were fascinated in 

greatness and achievements of pre- Columbian civilisation and craft of modern ethnic groups living 

in a former Mesopotamia’s territory, especially culture of Maya people. The room is full of 

colourful fabrics (mainly women’s blouses – huipile) coming from different villages of Guatemala 

and also some Mexican province’s clothes. The women’s outfit is the most fascinating because of 

pre-Columbian origin recognised by the style and also by ornamental motives covering it. However, 

the greatest rarity of the part of the exhibition is the pre- Columbian collection of nine ceramic 

figures called West Culture (developing from 200 BC till 800 AD) coming from two Mexican states 

Jalisco and Colim. 

The next two small expositions: In the land of head hunters and Across Dark Continent are located 

on the first floor of the tenement house in 9 Franciszkńska Street . Elżbieta Dzikowska set out on a 

tribes’ trail who were famous as brave head hunters. She came to difficult to reach villages of Asmat 

and Dami people living Irian Jaya province on New Guinea and to settlements of tribes Koyak 

located in the state Nagaland in India. The exposition presents ornaments of a body characterising a 

richness of forms and diversity of natural resources used for their creation. In years 2004- 2009 the 

traveller took part in several journeys in Africa. The expedition in northern Namibia aimed at 

visiting settlements of Himba. The next country on journey’s map became Ethiopia where tribes 

with interesting traditions and customs such as Mursi, Hamer and Dassanech live in the valley Omo 

and its borders. From this place the traveller gained the interesting ethnic jewellery for the Museum. 

On the other hand, she brought ritual masks of the tribe Chokwe from Gabon, the anthropomorphic 

harp from the group of tribes Fang and the previous ancestor figure attributed to Sango people. 

Travelling has accompanied to a man since ever. Curiosity, desire to know what is hidden behind 

the horizon encouraged people to unknown regions and lands. The next exposition The great 

travellers and explorers fulfils the educational functions and it is devoted to the greatest former 

foreign explorers and travellers. The figures of such sailors and explorers as: Marco Polo, 

Christopher Columbus, Vasco da Gama, Ferdinand Magellan, James Cook Alexander von Humboldt 

were worthy of presentation here. The imagination of ancient Europeans about unknown lands and 

their inhabitants were shown in multimedia display which presents fantastic human races according 

to Hartmann Schedle from ‘The chronicles of the world’- (1493), underwater creatures from 

‘Bestiary of Don Juan from Austria’- (1570) by Martin Villaverde and illustrations of strange people 

and animals of Ulisses Aldrovandy from ‘The history of monsters’- (1642). 

The second floor of the tenement house is devoted to the next Elżbieta Dzikowska’s collections 

accumulated from Asian routes showing fabrics and ornaments from China and interesting jewellery 

made of semi- precious stones, corals, turquoises, coming from Ladakh. 

One of the greatest passion of the explorer and donator of Toruń Museum is the collection of ethnic 

jewellery, that is why the eighth room is devoted to these beautiful and original ornaments . Lots of 

exhibits are objects from silver, semi-precious stones and beads. However, the most interesting are 

tribes’ ornaments made of natural resources: animal tusks, seeds, plants fibres, shells and bones. 

Visiting path in Explorers’ Museum ends at the room: Polish discovery and description of the world 

in which the contribution of our natives in a cognition of new lands and people is presented. Among 

lots of prominent figures are shown: Jan Reinhold and Jerzy Adam Forster, Paweł Edmund 

Strzelecki, Edward hr. Mycielski–Trojanowski, Kazimierz Nowak, Arkady Fiedler, Jan Stanisław 

Kubary, Olgierd Budrewicz and Borys Malkin. The exemplification is also presented in an episode 

based on the example of Borys Malkin’s collections- an explorer of Indian culture from South 

America. 

 


